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Abstract. In this paper, we present a short survey on reversal-bounded counter
machines. It focuses on the main techniques for model-checking such counter machines with specifications expressed with formulae from some linear-time temporal logic. All the decision procedures are designed by translation into Presburger
arithmetic. We provide a proof that is alternative to Ibarra’s original one for showing that reachability sets are effectively definable in Presburger arithmetic. Extensions to repeated control state reachability and to additional temporal properties
are discussed in the paper. The article is written to the honor of Professor Ewa
Orłowska and focuses on several topics that are developped in her works.
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Introduction

Reversal-bounded counter machines. Counter machines are well-known infinite-state
systems that have many applications in formal verification. Their ubiquity stems from
their use as operational models for several purposes, including for instance for broadcast
protocols [FL02] and for logics for data words, see e.g. [BL10,DFP16]. However, numerous model-checking problems for counter machines, such as reachability, are known
to be undecidable. Nevertheless, many subclasses of counter machines admit a decidable reachability problem, such as reversal-bounded counter machines [Iba78] and flat
counter machines [CJ98,Boi99,FL02]. These two classes of machines admit reachability sets effectively definable in Presburger arithmetic [Pre29] (assuming some additional
conditions, unspecified herein). This has also significant consequences for other classes
of machines, for instance the reachability relation for a discrete timed automaton can be
accepted by a reversal-bounded counter machine [DIB+ 00], leading to the translation
of reachability problem into Presburger arithmetic. The use of Presburger arithmetic for
formal verification has been advocated in [SJ80], see also [Fri00]. Moreover, another
standard way to overcome undecidability is to consider subclasses of runs by bounding some features and to search for ’bounded runs’ that may satisfy a desirable or an
undesirable property. Here are standard examples for boundedness.
– Reversal-bounded counter machines have effectively semilinear reachability sets
(bound on the number of reversals), see e.g. [Iba78] and this is the main subject of
the paper.
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– Bounding the number of context switches is done for multi-pushdown systems in
order to perform context-bounded model-checking, see e.g. [QR05,EG11], see also
the weak multi-pushdown automata in [CHL13] that require a partial ordering on
the control states.
– Bounding the distance of the reachable configurations has lead to bounded modelchecking (BMC) and its decidability, see e.g. [BCC+ 03].
Temporal reasoning and Presburger arithmetic. Reachability questions are not the only
interesting ones and the verification of properties expressed in dedicated temporal logics
is often desirable.
Temporal logics on vector addition systems with states (VASS) often lead to undecidable model-checking problems, see e.g. [HR89,Esp94,Esp98]. There are still exceptions for decidability. For instance, the control state repeated reachability problem for
VASS is shown to be decidable in [Jan90] and this is generalised to full LTL [Hab97].
Another example for which temporal reasoning is possible concerns flat counter machines that are counter machines in which each control state belongs to at most one
simple cycle (i.e., a cycle without any repetition of edges). Several classes of such flat
operational devices have been identified and reachability sets have been shown effectively Presburger-definable for many of them, see e.g. [FO97,CJ98,Boi99,FL02]. This
provides a decision procedure for the reachability problem, given a solver dedicated to
Presburger arithmetic. Decidability results for verifying safety and reachability properties on flat counter machines have been obtained in [CJ98,FL02,BIK09]. For the verification of temporal properties, it is much more difficult to get sharp complexity characterisation. For instance, it is known that verifying flat counter machines with LTL
enriched with arithmetical constraints is only NP-complete [DDS15]. In [DDS13], we
characterised the computational complexity of model-checking problems on flat counter
machines for several prominent linear-time specification languages.
Our contribution. In this paper, we present a short survey on reversal-bounded counter
machines by providing several results related to model-checking and reachability. Even
though in full generality these problems lead to undecidability, this is precisely the
assumption on reversal-boundedness that allows to regain decidability, see e.g. the key
results from [Iba78]. We focus on the main techniques for model-checking such counter
machines with specifications expressed with formulae from some linear-time temporal
logic. All the decision procedures are designed by translation into Presburger arithmetic [Pre29]. We provide a proof, partly based on [GI81], that is alternative to Ibarra’s
original one for showing that reachability sets are effectively definable in Presburger
arithmetic [Iba78]. Extensions to repeated control state reachability and to additional
temporal properties are discussed in the paper. So, we aim at providing a document that
provides several key results for reversal-bounded counter machines and gives many
bibliographical references to related works for further study.
Content of the paper. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 is dedicated to preliminaries on counter machines and to related decision problems. Section 2.2 presents a
short introduction to Presburger arithmetic, which shall be much useful when synthetising formulae from reversal-bounded counter machines. Section 3 presents the main
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result due to Ibarra: the reachability sets for reversal-bounded counter machines are
effectively definable in Presburger arithmetic (and extensions related to control state
repeated reachability). Section 4 lifts some of previous results to temporal reasoning.
The article is written to the honor of Professor Ewa Orłowska and focuses on several
topics developped in her works and strongly influencial for many of us, such as logics
for computer science (see e.g. [Orło85,FdCO85,Orło89]), automated deduction (see
e.g. [Orło73]), reasoning about programs (see e.g. [Orło93]), temporal reasoning (see
e.g. [Orło95,BGO06]), combination of logics (see e.g. [BO99]), faithful translations
(see e.g. [Orło88]), to mention a few topics.
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Preliminaries

2.1

Counter machines

We write N [resp. Z] to denote the set of natural numbers [resp. integers] and [i, j] to
denote the set {k ∈ Z : i ≤ k and k ≤ j} (i, j ∈ Z). In the sequel, integers are encoded
with a binary representation. For each x ∈ Zn , x(i) denotes the ith element of x for
every i ∈ [1, n]. For a finite alphabet Σ, Σ∗ represents the set of finite words over Σ, Σ+
the set of finite non-empty words over Σ and Σω the set of infinite words or ω-words
over Σ.
The counter machines introduced below are finite-state automata augmented with
counters (variables interpreted as natural numbers). Transitions are labelled by arithmetical constraints on counters (more specifically by pairs hg, ai where g is a guard
and a is an update vector). The developments in the paper about reversal-boundedness
are performed for this class of counter machines, unless otherwise stated. We consider
counter machines M = hQ, T, Ci such that
– Q is a finite set of control states,
– C is a finite set of counters {x1 , . . . , xd } for some d ≥ 1,
– T is a finite set of transitions from Q × Σ × Q where the operations in Σ are
defined as follows. Each operation in Σ is defined as a pair hg, ai where a ∈ Zd is
an update vector and g is a guard built over the following grammar:
g ::= > | ⊥ | x ∼ k | g ∧ g | g ∨ g | ¬g
with x ∈ C, ∼∈ {≤, ≥, =} and k ∈ N.
Below, we write C to denote this class of counter machines.
Figure 1 contains a counter machine M such that xi ++ [resp. xi - -] stands for
the pair hg, ai that increments [resp. decrements if possible] the counter xi and keeps
unchanged the other counters. The formula xi = 0? tests if counter xi is equal to zero
but it has no effect on the counters.
hg,ai
The elements t = hq, hg, ai, q 0 i ∈ T are often represented by q −−→ q 0 . A configud
ration is a pair hq, xi ∈ Q × N . Given two configurations hq, xi, hq 0 , x0 i ∈ Q × Nd
hg,ai

t

and a transition t = q −−→ q 0 , we write hq, xi →
− hq 0 , x0 i whenever x satisfies g (in the
0
most natural way) and x = x + a.
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Fig. 1. A counter machine

Given a counter machine M = hQ, T, Ci, its transition system T(M) = hS, →
−i
def
is a graph with S = Q × Nd and →
− ⊆ S × S such that hhq, xi, hq 0 , x0 ii ∈−
→ ⇔
t
∗
there exists a transition t ∈ T such that hq, xi →
− hq 0 , x0 i. As usual, →
− denotes the
reflexive and transitive closure of the binary relation →
− . Figure 2 presents a simple
counter machine (one counter and three control states) with its transition system.
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Fig. 2. A counter machine and its transition system

A run ρ is a non-empty (possibly infinite) sequence ρ = hq0 , x0 i, . . . , hqk , xk i, . . .
of configurations such that two consecutive configurations are in the relation →
− from
T(M).
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Most verification problems on counter machines are known to be undecidable since
they include Minsky machines [Min67, Chapter 11] (see also [Min61, Section 3]) that
are Turing-complete, even if restricted to two counters [Min67, Chapter 14].
In this section, we recall several standard decision problems about counter machines. They are mainly related to reachability questions (problems related to temporal
logics are introduced in Section 4).
R EACHABILITY PROBLEM:
Input: a counter machine M and configurations hq0 , x0 i and hqf , xf i.
Question: is there a finite run from hq0 , x0 i to hqf , xf i?
C ONTROL STATE REACHABILITY PROBLEM:
Input: a counter machine M, a configuration hq0 , x0 i and a state qf .
Question: is there a finite run with initial configuration hq0 , x0 i and whose final configuration has control state qf ?
C ONTROL STATE REPEATED REACHABILITY PROBLEM:
Input: a counter machine M, a configuration hq0 , x0 i and a state qf .
Question: is there an infinite run with initial configuration hq0 , x0 i such that the control state qf is repeated infinitely often?
A vector addition system with states [KM69] (VASS for short) is a counter machine
h>,ai

such that all the transitions are of the form q −−→ q 0 . So, a VASS can be represented
by a tuple M = hQ, T, Ci where T is a finite subset of Q × Zd × Q. A famous
result states that the reachability problem for VASS is decidable [May84,Kos82,Ler09].
It has been the subject of the book [Reu90] and its proof requires many non-trivial
steps involving graph theory, logic and theory of well-quasi-orderings. Nevertheless,
the exact complexity of the reachability problem is open: we know it is E XP S PACEhard [Lip76] and the only known upper bound has been established recently in [LS15]
(see also [Sch17]).
2.2

Presburger arithmetic

The arithmetic of the natural numbers with addition, nowadays known as Presburger
arithmetic (PA), has been shown decidable in Presburger’s master thesis supervised by
A. Tarski, Warsaw University. The proof uses the approach by quantifier elimination
(see e.g. [Pre29]) and this decidability result is regarded today as a key result in theoretical computer science.
Let VAR = {x, y, z, . . .} be a countably infinite set of variables. Terms are expressions of the form a1 x1 + · · · + an xn + k where a1 , . . . , an are constant coefficients
in N, k is in N and the xi ’s are variables. Variables and terms come with their interpretations when the variables are interpreted by natural numbers. A valuation v is a
map VAR → N and it can be extended to the set of all terms as follows: v(k) = k,
v(ax) = a × v(x) and v(t + t0 ) = v(t) + v(t0 ) for all terms t and t0 . Formulae are
defined by the grammar below:
ϕ ::= t ≤ t0 | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ∃ x ϕ,
5

def

where t and t0 are terms and x ∈ VAR. A formula ϕ is in the linear fragment ⇔ ϕ
is a Boolean combination of atomic formulae of the form t ≤ t0 . The semantics for
formulae in (PA) is defined with the help of the satisfaction relation |= that determines
the conditions for the satisfaction of a formula under a given valuation (we omit the
obvious Boolean clauses):
def

– v |= t ≤ t0 ⇔ v(t) ≤ v(t0 ),
def
– v |= ∃ x ϕ ⇔ there is n ∈ N such that v[x 7→ n] |= ϕ where v[x 7→ n] is equal to
v except that x is mapped to n.
Any formula ϕ(x1 , . . . , xn ) whose free variables are among x1 , . . . , xn , with n ≥ 1,
defines a set of n-tuples
def

Jϕ(x1 , . . . , xn )K = {hv(x1 ), . . . , v(xn )i ∈ Nn : v |= ϕ},
which contains all the tuples that make true the formula ϕ by ignoring the irrelevant
interpretation of the bound variables and by fixing an arbitrary ordering between the
variables. For instance, Jx1 < x2 K = {hn, n0 i ∈ N2 : n < n0 }. Let ϕ be a formula
ϕ(x1 , . . . , xn ) with n ≥ 1 free variables x1 , . . . , xn . We say that JϕK is a Presburger
set. A major result established in [GS66] states that the Presburger sets are precisely
the semilinear sets, that can be defined as the finite unions of linear sets of Nd . Each
linear set is defined from a base vector and a finite set of periods. The satisfiability
problem for (PA) is a decision problem that takes as input a formula ϕ and asks whether
there is a valuation v such that v |= ϕ. If such a valuation exists, we say that ϕ is
satisfiable. Observe that given a formula ϕ whose free variables are among x1 , . . . , xn ,
the propositions below are equivalent: (1) ϕ is satisfiable, (2) ∃ x1 , . . . , xn ϕ is valid,
(3) ∃ x1 , . . . , xn ϕ is equivalent to >.
Theorem 1 (Decidability). The satisfiability problem for (PA) is decidable.
The decidability of Presburger arithmetic is due to [Pre29]. The restriction to quantifier-free formulae is NP-complete [Pap81] (see also [BT76,Sch86]) whereas an exact
complexity charaterisation for the full logic is provided in [Ber80] (double exponential
time on alternating Turing machines with linear amounts of alternations). Many other
complexity results exist for fragments; for instance for any i > 0, the Σi+1 fragment of
(PA) is ΣiEXP -complete [Haa14] where the Σi+1 fragment of (PA) consists of formulae
with i + 1 quantifier alternations beginning with an existential quantifier and ΣiEXP is
the ith level of the weak EXP hierarchy.
2.3

What is reversal-boundedness ?

As it is well-known, most reachability problems for counter machines are undecidable
since counter machines are Turing-complete devices. A way to overcome this negative
result is to restrict the class of runs for such machines so that decidability can be regained. An obvious way to restrict the runs is to require that the length of the runs is
bounded by a value b. Other types of bound exist and in the class of reversal-bounded
counter machines considered in the paper, the runs are restricted differently so that the
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number of reversals in a run is bounded by a value r. A reversal for a counter occurs in
a run when there is an alternation from a nonincreasing mode to a nondecreasing mode
and vice-versa.
For instance, in the sequence below, there are three reversals identified by an upper
line:
00112233344443332223334444555554.
Similarly, the sequence 00111222223333334444 has no reversal. A counter machine
is reversal-bounded whenever there is r ≥ 0 such that for all the runs from a given
initial configuration, every counter makes no more than r reversals. A formal definition
will follow, but before going any further, it is worth pointing out a few peculiarities of
this subclass. Firstly, reversal-boundedness is defined for initialised counter machines
(a counter machine augmented with an initial configuration) and the bound r usually
depends on the initial configuration. Secondly, this class is not defined from the full
class of counter machines by imposing syntactic restrictions but rather semantically.
For example, in flat counter machines [DDS15], the syntactic restriction consists in
requiring that the control graph of the counter machine is flat, i.e., every control state
belongs to at most one simple cycle. Similarly, VASS are counter machines for which
the guards are equal to the truth constant.
A major property of such reversal-bounded counter machines is that reachability
sets are computable Presburger sets (Theorem 11). We present a proof of this result in
the paper that is different from the proof in [Iba78] and that partly relies on developments from [GI81]. Apart from presenting this essential property, the paper investigates
other decidability/complexity issues summarised as follows.
1. The reachability problem for counter machines with a given bounded number of
reversals is NE XP T IME-complete. Note that the decidability was already a consequence of the fact that reachability sets of reversal-bounded counter machines can
be effectively represented by Presburger formulae.
2. The control state repeated reachability problem with bounded number of reversals
and the ∃-Presburger infinitely often problem are shown decidable (and NE XP T IME-complete), see e.g. [DIP01].
3. All above-mentioned decidability problems are obtained with counter machines in
which a counter value can only be compared to a constant and guards are closed
under Boolean connectives. We also explain why the reachability problem with
bounded number of reversals becomes undecidable if equalities and inequalities
between counters are allowed in guards.
4. We present a sufficient condition for the decidability of model-checking reversalbounded counter machines with specifications expressed in the linear-time temporal
logic CLTL. The condition deals with reversal-boundedness for terms occurring in
the input. NE XP T IME-completeness is actually stated.
The class of reversal-bounded counter machines has been introduced and studied
in [Iba78], partly inspired by similar restrictions on multistack machines [BB74]. Theorem 11 that states that every reachability set of an initialised reversal-bounded counter
machine is a Presburger set, is shown in [Iba78]. Reversal-bounded multipushdown machines that extend reversal-bounded counter machines with stacks have been also studied in [BB74,Iba78]. For instance, developments about multihead pushdown machines
7

recognizing bounded languages [Iba74] can lead to semilinearity of reachability sets for
initialised reversal-bounded counter machines. In terms of language acceptance, Parikh
automata recognize the same languages as the languages accepted by reversal-bounded
counter machines, see e.g. [KR02,CFM11] but herein we mainly focus on reachabilitylike properties.
The proof of Theorem 11 presented in the paper relies on developments from [GI81]
and it uses a proof à la Rackoff [Rac78] (see Theorem 17). Even though the main intentions in [GI81] are related to optimal complexity upper bounds, semilinearity of reachability sets can be derived too. It is worth noting that the class of counter machines
considered in the paper is a bit larger than the class considered in [Iba78]. Indeed, we
allow comparisons between a counter value and any constant as well as any Boolean
combination and the updates are those from VASS instead of being restricted to updates
in {−1, 0, +1}.
The notion of reversal-boundedness from [Iba78] has been also relaxed, for example by allowing a free counter [Iba78,HR87] (i.e., one counter has no constraints on the
number of reversals) or by counting the reversals only above a given bound [FS08,San08].
In both cases, semilinearity of the reachability sets is still preserved [Iba78,FS08].
The results in [GI81] are extended to the case with a single free counter in [HR87].
Reversal-bounded counter machines have been also studied as computational devices,
see e.g. [Cha81]. Moreover, decidable reachability problems for parameterised reversalbounded initialised counter machines can be found in [ISD+ 02, Section 4].
2.4

A formal definition for reversal-boundedness

Let M = hQ, T, Ci be a counter machine in C. We recall that a run ρ is defined as
a sequence of configurations c0 = hq0 , x0 i, . . . , ck , . . . respecting the transitions in T
(each ci is in Q × Nd ). We allow runs made of a unique configuration; similarly we may
also add the transitions between the configurations to emphasize which transitions have
t
t
been fired, as in the enriched run c0 →
−1 c1 →
−2 c2 · · · . The length of the run ρ, written
| ρ |, is defined as the number of steps, typically | c0 · · · ck |= k and | c0 |= 0. From a
run
t
ρ = hq0 , x0 i →
−1 hq1 , x1 i, . . .
of M, in order to describe the behavior of counters varying along ρ, we define a sequence of mode vectors md0 , md1 , . . . such that each mdi belongs to {↑, ↓}d . Intuitively,
each value in a mode vector records whether a counter is currently in an increasing
phase or in a decreasing phase. We are now ready to define the sequence md0 , md1 , . . .
associated with ρ.
– By convention, md0 is the unique vector in {↑}d .
– For all j ≥ 0 and for all i ∈ [1, d], we have
def
1. mdj+1 (i) = mdj (i) when xj (i) = xj+1 (i),
def
2. mdj+1 (i) = ↑ when xj+1 (i) − xj (i) > 0,
def
3. mdj+1 (i) = ↓ when xj+1 (i) − xj (i) < 0.
def

Now, let Revi = {j ∈ [0, | ρ | −1] : mdj (i) 6= mdj+1 (i)}.
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Definition 2. Let M = hQ, T, Ci be a counter machine with d ≥ 1 counters, i ∈
def
[1, d] and r ∈ N. The run ρ is r-reversal-bounded ⇔ for every i ∈ [1, d], we have
def
card(Revi ) ≤ r. An initialised counter machine hM, hq, xii is r-reversal-bounded ⇔
every run from hq, xi is r-reversal-bounded. An initialised counter machine hM, hq, xii
def
is reversal-bounded ⇔ there is some r ≥ 0 such that every run from hq, xi is rreversal-bounded.
Let us consider the counter machine M from Figure 1. The initialised counter machine hM, hq1 , 0ii is reversal-bounded. Actually, one can show that for all y ∈ N2 ,
hM, hq1 , yii is reversal-bounded too. Interestingly, let ϕ be the formula below:
ϕ = (x1 ≥ 2 ∧ x2 ≥ 1 ∧ x2 + 1 ≥ x1 ) ∨ (x2 ≥ 2 ∧ x1 ≥ 1 ∧ x1 + 1 ≥ x2 ).
One can prove that the set of reachable configurations with control state q9 from the
initial configuration hq1 , 0i can be characterised by the formula ϕ as far as the counter
values are concerned, i.e.
∗

JϕK = {y ∈ N2 : hq1 , 0i →
− hq9 , yi}.
The purpose of Section 3 is to provide a method for computing the formula ϕ in the
general case. Reversal-boundedness for counter machines is indeed very appealing because reachability sets are semilinear. Given an initialised counter machine hM, hq, xii
∗
that is r-reversal-bounded for some r ≥ 0, for each state q 0 , {y ∈ Nd : hq, xi →
−
hq 0 , yi} is a computable Presburger set, see Theorem 11. This means that one can compute effectively a Presburger formula that characterises precisely the reachable configurations whose state is q 0 .
A counter machine M is uniformly reversal-bounded iff there is r ≥ 0 such that
for every initial configuration, the initialised counter machine is r-reversal-bounded.
One can check that the counter machine in Figure 1 is not uniformly reversal-bounded.
Indeed, any configuration that reaches the control state q11 leads to non-reversal-boundedness because of the cycle between the control states q10 and q11 that increments and
decrements the first counter. Similarly, any configuration with control state q6 and such
that the second counter is equal to zero leads to non-reversal-boundedness.
In the sequel, when we consider a uniformly reversal-bounded counter machine or
a reversal-bounded initialised counter machine, it comes with a maximal number of
reversals r ≥ 0. Alternatively, given an arbitrary counter machine and a bound r ≥ 0,
it is possible to restrict it appropriately and to build a new counter machine such that
each counter has at most r reversals on each run, possibly at the cost of increasing
exponentially the cardinality of the set of control states (see the proof of Theorem 14).
It is sufficient to take the product between M and a finite-state automaton with a number
of control states in O(rd ) where d is the number of counters, the details are omitted.

3

Synthesis of Presburger formulae

In this section, we show that reachability sets in (initialised) reversal-bounded counter
machines are computable Presburger sets. Moreover, when uniform reversal-boundedness is satisfied, one can show that the reachability relation is also computable and
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semilinear. Effectiveness refers here to the possibility to construct Presburger formulae defining exactly those sets or binary relations. We believe that the proof below is
conceptually simple, which is the motivation to include it in the document.
Let M = hQ, T, Ci be a counter machine with d counters. Without any loss of
generality, we can assume that the guards in M are negation-free. Indeed, ¬(x ≥ k) is
equivalent to x ≤ k − 1 when k > 0 (otherwise if k = 0, then it is equivalent to ⊥).
Similarly, ¬(x ≤ k) is equivalent to x ≥ k + 1.
3.1

Paths, simple loops and effects

A path π is a finite sequence of transitions from T of the form
hg1 ,a1 i

hgn ,an i

q1 −−−→ q10 , . . . , qn −−−−→ qn0
so that for every i ∈ [1, n − 1], we have qi0 = qi+1 . Let π = t1 · · · tn be a path such that
def P
each transition tj has the update aj ∈ Zd . The effect of π is the tuple ef(π) = j aj ∈
Zd . A simple loop sl is a non-empty path that starts and ends by the same state and these
are the only states that are repeated in sl. We say that sl loops on its first state (equal to
its last state). The number of simple loops is therefore bounded by card(T )card(Q) . We
assume an arbitrary total linear ordering ≺ on simple loops.
We write sc(M) to denote the maximal absolute value among the updates a in M.
The value sc(M) is called the scale of M. Assuming that the size of M is N , we have
sc(M) ≤ 2N (all the integers in M are encoded with a binary representation).
Lemma 3. The effect ef(sl) of a simple loop sl is in
[−card(Q)sc(M), card(Q)sc(M)]d .
This means also that the number of effects from simple loops in M is bounded by
(1 + 2 × card(Q)sc(M))d .
3.2

Intervals

For defining reversal-bounded runs, we have seen that mode vectors play an important
role since in such runs, the number of changes for mode vectors is bounded by definition. However, this has another consequence for the satisfaction of the guards. Indeed,
assuming that the constants occurring in guards are k1 < k2 < · · · < kK , this defines
a finite amount of intervals with these extremal values and the number of changes for
intervals for each counter is bounded in reversal-bounded runs. Below, we introduce
several notions about such intervals.
We write AG to denote the (finite) set of atomic guards of the form x ∼ k occurring
in M and CST = {k1 , . . . , kK } to denote the set of distinct constants k occurring in
atomic guards of the form x ∼ k in AG, possibly augmented with the value zero. We
pose that K = card(CST). Below, we assume that 0 = k1 < k2 < · · · < kK and we
write I to denote the set of intervals below:
def

I = {[k1 , k1 ], [k1 + 1, k2 − 1], [k2 , k2 ], [k2 + 1, k3 − 1], [k3 , k3 ], . . . ,
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[kK , kK ], [kK + 1, +∞)} \ {∅}.
The empty set is possibly removed since [kj + 1, kj+1 − 1] is empty when kj+1 =
kj + 1. So, I contains at most 2K intervals and at least K + 1 intervals. Furthermore,
we consider a natural discrete linear ordering ≤ on the intervals in I so that
[k1 , k1 ] ≤ [k1 + 1, k2 − 1] ≤ [k2 , k2 ] ≤ [k2 + 1, k3 − 1] ≤ [k2 , k2 ] ≤ . . . ≤
≤ [kK , kK ] ≤ [kK + 1, +∞)}.
The above relationships should be understood to hold only if the intervals are nonempty. An interval map im is a map of the form im : C → I understood as a symbolic
way to represent counter values. This abstracts a map C → N by only taking into
account to which elements of I each counter value belongs to, which is sufficient to
compare counter values against constants from CST.
Given a guard g built from AG and an interval map im, we write im ` g with the
following inductive definition:
im ` g1 ∨ g2
im ` g1 ∧ g2
im ` x = k
im ` x ≥ k
im ` x ≤ k

def

⇔
def
⇔
def
⇔
def
⇔
def
⇔

im ` g1 or im ` g2
im ` g1 and im ` g2
im(x) = [k, k]
im(x) ⊆ [k, +∞)
im(x) ⊆ [0, k]

There is no clause for negated guards because we have seen that negation can be discarded without causing any harm.
The relation ` is simply a symbolic satisfaction relation between interval maps and
guards. Since interval maps and guards are built over the same set CST of constants,
completeness is obtained as stated in the properties below:
(P1 ) im ` g can be checked in polynomial time in the sum of the respective sizes of
im and g (for some reasonably succinct encoding in which natural numbers can be
encoded in binary).
(P2 ) im ` g iff (for all f : C → N and for all x ∈ C, we have f(x) ∈ im(x)) implies
f |= g (in Presburger arithmetic).
A guarded mode gmd is a pair him, mdi where im is an interval map and md ∈ {↑
hg,ai

def

, ↓} . A transition t = q −−→ q 0 is compatible with gmd = him, mdi ⇔
d

1. im ` g,
2. for every i ∈ [1, d],
– md(i) = ↑ implies a(i) ≥ 0,
– md(i) = ↓ implies a(i) ≤ 0.
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3.3

Extended paths: a schema to denote a class of paths

A path π = t1 · · · tn is a finite sequence of transitions that can be fired or not from a
given configuration. It is often useful to describe a (possibly infinite) family of paths
and a natural choice consists in using regular expressions on the finite alphabet of transitions. For instance, semilinear regular expressions (SLRE) are quite convenient to
perform accelerations on labelled transition systems, see e.g. [FIS03]. Below, we introduce the notion of extended path, so that a finite number of such structures is quite close
to SLREs. An extended path is basically a finite repetition of a path followed by a set of
simple loops or a set of simple loops followed by a path so that the control states match
between paths and simple loops. A formal definition is provided below. An extended
path (or a path schema) P is an expression of the form below:
π0 S1 π1 · · · Sα πα
where the Si ’s are (finite) non-empty sets of simple loops, the πi ’s are non-empty paths
and
1. if S occurs just before a path π, then all the simple loops in S loop on the first state
of π,
2. similarly, if S occurs just after a path π, then all the simple loops in S loop on the
last state of π.
An extended path generalises the notion of path in which simple loops in the sets Si ’s
can be visited an arbitrary non-zero number of times while respecting the arbitrary
linear ordering on simple loops. A guarded mode induces a restriction of a counter
machine by considering only a subset of transitions from M, namely those that are
compatible with the guarded mode. We say that a path [resp. simple loop, extended
def
path] is compatible with the guarded mode gmd = him, mdi ⇔ all its transitions are
compatible with gmd.
Given an extended path P, we introduce a few more notions.
– The skeleton of P is the path π0 · · · πα .
– Given a set of simple loops S = {sl1 , . . . , slm } with sl1 ≺ · · · ≺ slm , we write
e(S) to denote the regular expression
(sl1 )+ · · · (slm )+ .
So, each simple loop is taken at least once. Indeed, we want to make explicit that
each simple loop sl is used in S, otherwise it is always possible to exclude sl
from S, leading to another legitimate extended path (assuming that S \ {sl} is
non-empty). We write e(P) to denote the regular expression defined as follows:
π0 · e(S1 ) · · · e(Sα ) · πα .
Furthermore, we write L(e) to denote the language (with alphabet T ) generated by
the regular expression e. One can observe that L(e(P)) is a regular language for any
extended path P. For the sake of simplicity, we write L(P) instead of L(e(P)).
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Example 1. Let us consider the counter machine in Figure 3. From the five transitions
(we have omitted to specify what are the guards and update vectors since this is irrelevant), we can build the following extended path
def

P = t0 · t1 · {t1 , t2 } · t3 · {t4 , t5 } · t4 · t5 · t5 .
Indeed, t1 , t2 , t4 and t5 are simple loops, and t0 t1 , t3 and t4 t5 t5 are paths. Assuming
t4

t1
q0

t0

q

t3

qf

t2

t5

Fig. 3. A three-state counter machine

that t1 ≺ t2 and t5 ≺ t4 , we get that
+
+ +
e(P) = t0 · t1 · t+
1 t2 · t3 · t5 t4 · t4 · t5 · t5 .
t

Let P be an extended path compatible with a guarded mode gmd and ρ = hq0 , x0 i →
−1
t`
def
··· →
− hq` , x` i be a finite run. The run ρ respects the extended path P ⇔ π =
t1 · · · t` ∈ L(P) and for all i ∈ [0, ` − 1] and all j ∈ [1, d], we have xi (j) ∈ im(xj ).
Note that it may happen that for some j ∈ [1, d], x` (j) may not belong to im(xj ).
3.4

Runs in normal form
t

t

Given a non-empty r-reversal-bounded run ρ = hq0 , x0 i →
−1 · · · →
−` hq` , x` i, we aim at
0
showing that the path π = t1 · · · t` can be transformed into π leading to the run ρ0 , and
π 0 belongs to a bounded regular language (the initial and last configurations of ρ are
preserved too). To do so, we divide the run ρ into several subruns such that the number
of reversals on each subrun is zero (i.e., a reversal can only occur when passing from
one subrun to a next one) and moreover, all the counter values of each subrun satisfy
exactly the same atomic guards. That is why we have introduced the notion of guarded
mode since it contains an interval map and a mode for each counter in C.
A global phase is a finite sequence of transitions such that there is a mode vector
md ∈ {↑, ↓}d for which each transition in it is compatible with him, mdi, for some
interval map im. So, in a run respecting a global phase, the number of reversals is zero
for all the counters and a global phase depends only on a single mode vector.
Lemma 4. Any r-reversal-bounded run ρ = hq0 , x0 i · · · hq` , x` i can be divided as a
sequence of subruns ρ = ρ1 · ρ2 · · · ρL such that each ρi respects a global phase and
L ≤ (d × r) + 1.
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The proof is by an easy verification. Note that ρ · ρ0 is a run, assuming that the last
configuration of ρ is equal to the first configuration of ρ0 and the concatenation merges
these two occurrences. A local phase is a finite sequence of transitions such that there
is a guarded mode him, mdi for which each transition in it is compatible with him, mdi.
Hence, in a run respecting a local phase, not only the number of reversals is zero for all
the counters but also the counter values satisfy the same atomic guards.
Lemma 5. Any r-reversal-bounded run ρ = hq0 , x0 i · · · hq` , x` i can be divided as a
sequence of subruns ρ = ρ1 · ρ2 · · · ρL0 such that each ρi respects a local phase and
L0 ≤ ((d × r) + 1) × 2Kd.
Proof. By Lemma 4, we have seen that ρ can be divided in at most (d × r) + 1 subruns
respecting a global phase. It remains to show that each such subrun can be divided in
at most 2Kd subruns respecting a local phase. Actually, this is due to the following
property.
Let a ∈ Zd be an update vector. We define the binary relation a on the set of
def
interval maps so that im a im0 ⇔ for every i ∈ [1, d], we have
– im(xi ) ≤ im0 (xi ) if a(i) ≥ 0,
– im0 (xi ) ≤ im(xi ) if a(i) ≤ 0,
– im0 (xi ) = im(xi ) if a(i) = 0.
We write im ≺a im0 when im a im0 and im 6= im0 . The property (P3 ) below states
that sequences of strictly increasing interval maps have polynomially bounded length,
even though the number of interval maps is in O(K d ).
(P3 ) Let a ∈ Zd and im1 ≺a im2 ≺a · · · ≺a imβ . Then, β ≤ 2Kd.
Indeed, in a subrun respecting a global phase, each counter is compared against at most
K constants and all the counters have a monotone behaviour (in increasing mode or in
decreasing mode). Hence, each counter during the global phase can visit at most 2K
distinct intervals in I, whence the bound 2Kd for the maximal number of local phases.
Below, a sequence of extended paths is understood as being of the form P1 · · · PL0
with the proviso that each Pi is an extended path compatible with some guarded mode
and the expression P1 · · · PL0 can be also viewed as an extended path by itself (possibly
by concatenating paths), i.e. it is compatible with the control graph of M.
Lemma 6. Any r-reversal-bounded run ρ = hq0 , x0 i · · · hq` , x` i respects a sequence
of extended paths P1 · · · PL0 with L0 ≤ ((d × r) + 1) × 2Kd.
A small extended path π0 S1 π1 · · · πα−1 Sα πα , with α ≥ 1, is an extended path
such that
1. πα have at most card(Q) + 2 transitions,
2. π0 , . . . , πα−1 have at most card(Q) transitions,
3. for each state q ∈ Q, there is at most one set S containing simple loops on q.
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So, the length of the skeleton is bounded by card(Q)2 + card(Q) + 2. Note that the set
of small extended paths is finite, even though its cardinality can be exponential in the
size of M. We also consider degenerated small extended paths made of paths of length
at most 2card(Q)+2 (i.e. without any set Sγ ). Usually, this case is omitted in the proofs
since it can be easily obtained from the non-degenerated case (i.e. when α ≥ 1).
Lemma 7. Let ρ = hq0 , x0 i · · · hq` , x` i be a run respecting an extended path P compatible with some guarded mode gmd. Then, there is small extended path P0 compatible
with gmd and a run ρ0 with the same initial and final configurations such that ρ0 respects
P0 .
The proof provides an algorithm to transform P to P0 by replacing sequences of
transitions by simple loops and termination is guaranteed because a given simple loop
can be used more than once.
t

t

Proof. Let ρ = hq0 , x0 i →
−1 · · · →
−` hq` , x` i be a run of M respecting an extended path
P compatible with some guarded mode gmd. So, this means that π = t1 · · · t` ∈ L(P)
and for all i ∈ [0, ` − 1] and all j ∈ [1, d], we have xi (j) ∈ im(xj ). We shall build
a small extended path P0 such that P0 is compatible with gmd and there is a run ρ0
respecting P0 that starts and ends by the same configurations as ρ.
To do so, we define a sequence of extended paths P0 , P1 , . . . , Pβ (iteratively) such
that
– all the Pi ’s are extended paths compatible with gmd and there is a run ρi respecting
Pi that starts and ends by the same configurations,
– P0 is equal to t1 · · · t` viewed as an extended path,
– Pβ is a small extended path,
– Pi+1 is obtained from Pi by removing a simple loop on a control state, say q, and
possibly adding it to a set of simple loops S already in Pi or by creating one if
none exists.
At the end of this process, the extended path Pβ is small and there is a run ρβ respecting
Pβ that starts by hq0 , x0 i and ends by hq` , x` i.
It remains to explain how to build Pi+1 from Pi . We assume that Pi has the form
below
π0 S1 π1 · · · Sα πα
where
(1.) α ≤ card(Q),
(2.) π0 , . . . , πα−1 have at most card(Q) transitions,
(3.) for each state q ∈ Q, there is at most one set Sγ , γ ∈ [1, α], containing simple
loops on q.
Obviously, P0 verifies these conditions since it is degenerated. The extended path Pi+1
shall satisfy the same condition except that we require that the length of the final path
of Pi+1 strictly decreases. Now, let us define Pi+1 from Pi .
Case 1: Pi is a small extended path. We are done and Pi is the final extended path of
the sequence.
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Case 2: πα = π · sl · π 0 where sl is a simple loop on q, π 6= ε, π 0 6= ε and Sγ already
contains simple loops on q (γ ≤ α). Then, Pi+1 is equal to the extended path
below:
π0 · · · Sγ−1 πγ−1 (Sγ ∪ {sl}) · · · πα−1 Sα (ππ 0 ).
Case 3: πα = π · sl · π 0 where sl is a simple loop on q and the first one occurring in
π · sl, π 6= ε, π 0 6= ε and no Sγ already contains simple loops on q. Then, Pi+1 is
equal to the extended path below:
π0 · · · Sα π {sl} π 0 .
In that case, we create a new set of simple loop(s).
It remains to show that there is a run ρi+1 respecting Pi+1 that starts by hq0 , x0 i and
ends by hq` , x` i. Satisfaction of the conditions (1.)–(3.) above is by an easy verification.
In order to show the former property, we use the fact that all the transitions in Pi+1 are
compatible with gmd (by construction), the counter values have a monotone behaviour
(increasing mode or decreasing mode) and the atomic guards are convex (by definition).
We deal with the Case 2 below, Case 3 admits a similar analysis, which is left as
an exercise. Let ρi be a run respecting Pi , starting by the configuration hq0 , x0 i and
ending by the configuration hq` , x` i. The extended path Pi is of the form
π0 S1 π1 · · · Sα (π · sl · π 0 ).
Suppose that Sγ = Sγ1 ] Sγ2 , and for all sl0 ∈ Sγ1 [resp. sl0 ∈ Sγ2 ], we have sl0 ≺ sl
[resp. sl ≺ sl0 ] (we have assumed an arbitrary total ordering on the set of simple loops).
Since Pi is compatible with the guarded mode gmd = him, mdi, for every j ∈ [1, d],
we have:
– md(j) = ↑ implies that for all counter values x ∈ Nd occurring in the run ρi , we
get that x0 (j) ≤ x(j) ≤ x` (j),
– md(j) = ↓ implies that for all counter values x ∈ Nd occurring in the run ρi , we
get that x` (j) ≤ x(j) ≤ x0 (j).
Moreover, assuming that y ∈ Nd is the penultimate vector of counter values in ρi , we
know that for all counter values x ∈ Nd occurring in the run ρi until that occurrence
of y, for every atomic guard xj ∼ k in AG, we have im ` xj ∼ k iff x(j) ∼ k iff
x0 (j) ∼ k iff y(j) ∼ k (partly thanks to the property (P2 )).
In order to build a run ρi+1 similar to ρi that respects Pi+1 , that starts by hq0 , x0 i
and ends by hq` , x` i, we decompose the run ρi in the following way so that ρi+1 can be
then easily defined.
The run ρi can be divided as follows. Each subrun ρ?i respects a factor of Pi (we
are a bit liberal here with the notion of respect):
π0 ··· Sγ−1 πγ−1 Sγ1 Sγ2 πγ ···πα−1 Sα π

ρi =

z

}|
ρ?1

{

·

z

}|
ρ?2

{

sl

π0

z}|{ z}|{
· ρ?3 · ρ?4

For each subrun ρ?j , we write hq0j , xj0 i [resp. hqfj , xjf i] to denote its first [resp. last]
configuration. In order to build ρ0i , we introduce two sequences of configurations ρ??
3
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+ef(sl)

and ρ2
that will happen to be runs too. ρ??
3 is the sequence of configurations obtained from the final configuration hqf1 , x1f i by firing the transitions of the simple loop
+ef(sl)

sl. Similarly, ρ2
is the sequence of configurations obtained from the last configuration of ρ??
by
firing
the sequence of transitions used for ρ?2 . Observe that ρ?2 and
3
+ef(sl)
ρ2
have the same length and for any configuration hq, xi in ρ?2 , say at position h,
+ef(sl)
the configuration at position h in ρ2
is exactly hq, x + ef(sl)i.
Let us consider the sequence of configurations ρi+1 as defined below:
π0 ··· Sγ−1 πγ−1 Sγ1

ρi+1 =

z

}|
ρ?1

{

sl

Sγ2 πγ ···πα−1 Sα π

z}|{ z
· ρ??
3 ·

}|

+ef(sl)
ρ2

0

π
{ z}|{
· ρ?4

Note that the sequence of configurations respects the updates on the transitions. In order
+ef(sl)
to check that ρi+1 is a run, it remains to show that transitions in ρ??
can
3 and in ρ2
be fired by respecting the guards. Suppose that md(j) = ↑ for some j ∈ [1, d] (the case
md(j) = ↓ admits a similar development). Every tuple y ∈ Nd from a configuration in
ρ??
3 satisfies the following inequations:
x0 (j) = x10 (j) ≤ x1f (j) ≤ y(j) ≤ x40 (j) ≤ x4f (j) = x` (j).
By convexity of the atomic guards xj ∼ k in AG, y(j) ∼ k iff y 0 (j) ∼ k where y 0
is the corresponding vector of counter values in the run ρ?3 (at the same position). So,
+ef(sl)
ρ??
is a run
3 is indeed a run of M respecting sl. Similary, one can show that ρ2
t
u
respecting Sγ2 πγ · · · πα−1 Sα π, which concludes the proof.
Example 2. Let us consider the counter machine described in Example 1. Below, we
present a path where, as usual, (t)i represents i successive copies of t.
t0 · (t1 )7 · (t2 )7 (t1 )8 · t3 · (t4 )7 · (t5 )7 · (t4 )8 .
Following the steps in the proof of Lemma 7, we present below the extended path obtained at the 22nd step and the one at the 38th step that corresponds to a small extended
path.
– P22 = t0 · {t1 , t2 } · t3 · (t4 )7 · (t5 )7 · (t4 )8 .
– P38 = t0 · {t1 , t2 } · t3 · {t4 , t5 } · (t4 )6 .
A small sequence of extended paths is a sequence of small extended paths P1 · · · PL0
such that L0 ≤ ((d × r) + 1) × 2Kd. Not only each extended path of the sequence is
compatible with a unique guarded mode but also the extended path is itself small.
Theorem 8. For any r-reversal-bounded run ρ = hq0 , x0 i · · · hq` , x` i, there is an rreversal-bounded run ρ0 between the same configurations that respects a small sequence of extended paths.
Let P be a small extended path compatible with the guarded mode gmd = him, mdi,
say P is of the form below:
1
nα
π0 {sl11 , . . . , sl1n1 } π1 · · · {slα
, . . . , slα
} πα ,

where q0 is the first control state in π0 and qf is the last control state in πα .
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Lemma 9. There is a Presburger formula ϕ(x1 , . . . , xd , y1 , . . . , yd ) of exponential size
∗
in size(M) such that JϕK = {hx0 , yi : there is a run hq0 , x0 i →
− hqf , yi respecting P}.
The size of M, written size(M), is defined with an unspecified succinct encoding
in which the integers are encoded with a binary representation.
Proof. Let πα = πα0 · t, so that t is the last transition of πα . The formula ϕ states the
following properties:
1. the initial counter values belong to the appropriate intervals induced by im,
2. the counter values for the penultimate configuration hqf0 , y 0 i belong to the right
intervals induced by im,
3. the values for ȳ are obtained from x̄ by considering the effects of the paths πi plus
a finite amount of times the effects of each simple loop occurring in P.
Note that (1) and (2) are sufficient to guarantee that every other configuration x in the
∗
run hq0 , x0 i →
− hqf , yi, possibly except y, belong to the right intervals induced by im.
Indeed, if md(i) = ↑, then x0 (i) ≤ x(i) ≤ y 0 (i) and by convexity of the guards in AG,
we get that x(i) satisfies the same atomic guards. A similar analysis can be made when
md(i) = ↓.
So, the formula ϕ is of the form below:
∃ z11 , . . . , zn1 1 , . . . , z1α , . . . , znαα
(z11 ≥ 1) ∧ · · · ∧ (zn1 1 ≥ 1) ∧ · · · ∧ (z1α ≥ 1) ∧ · · · ∧ (znαα ≥ 1)∧
X j
(ȳ = x̄ + ef(π0 ) + · · · + ef(πα ) +
zi ef(slij ))∧
i,j

(

^

im`xc ∼k

(

^

^

xc ∼ k) ∧ (

(xc + ef(π0 )(c) + · · · + ef(πα−1 )(c) + ef(πα0 )(c) +

im`xc ∼k

(

¬(xc ∼ k))∧

not im`xc ∼k

^

X

zji ef(slij )(c)) ∼ k)∧

i,j

¬(xc +ef(π0 )(c)+· · ·+ef(πα−1 )(c)+ef(πα0 )(c)+

not im`xc ∼k

X

zji ef(slij )(c) ∼ k)).

i,j

t
u
The formula ϕ in Lemma 9 has size polynomial in size(M) and in the size of P.
The size of P is itself exponential in size(M). This is the best we can hope for since the
number of simple loops can be obviously exponential in the size of the control graph of
M.
Lemma 10. Let P1 · · · PL0 be a sequence of small extended paths. There is a Presburger formula ϕ(x̄, ȳ) such that
∗

JϕK = {hx, yi : there is a run hq0 , xi →
− hqf , yi respecting P1 · · · PL0 }.
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Proof. The proof is by an easy verification by using the formulae from Lemma 9 (typically L0 times) and by taking advantage of existential first-order quantifications for
(L0 − 1) intermediary configurations. Indeed, for each small extended path Pi , let
ϕi (x̄, ȳ) be the formula constructed in the proof of Lemma 9. The formula ϕ is then
defined as follows:
∃ z̄0 , . . . , z̄

L0

(x̄ = z̄0 ) ∧ (ȳ = z̄ ) ∧
L0

0
L^
−1

ϕi+1 (z̄i , z̄i+1 ).

i=0

t
u
The formula ϕ in Lemma 10 is of exponential size in log(r) + size(M) since counting until L0 ≤ ((d×r)+1)×2Kd requires O(log(r)+size(M)2 ) bits and each formula
ϕj is of exponential size in size(M). Since the number of small sequences of extended
paths is finite and actually double exponential in log(r)+size(M), we get the following
theorem.
Theorem 11. [Iba78] Let hM, hq0 , xii be an initialised counter machine that is r∗
reversal-bounded for some r ≥ 0. For each state qf ∈ Q, the set {y ∈ Nd : hq0 , xi →
−
hqf , yi} is a computable Presburger set.
Theorem 11 is clearly a consequence of Theorem 8 and of its corollaries.
Proof. Let us consider the formula ϕ(ȳ) below:
^
_
x(i) = xi ) ∧
∃x(
i∈[1,d]

ϕσ (x̄, ȳ),

small seq. σ=P1 ···PL0

where ϕσ (x̄, ȳ) is the Presburger formula for the small sequence of extended paths σ =
P1 · · · PL0 obtained from Lemma 10. Moreover, in the disjunction, we assume that
P1 · · · PL0 starts
V by the state q0 and ends by the state qf . Moreover, if qf = q0 , we add
the disjunct ( i∈[1,d] x(i) = yi ).
Finally, note that the generalised disjunction is finite since the number of small
p(log(r),size(M))
sequences of extended paths is finite and bounded by 22
for some polynomial p(·, ·). Indeed, a small sequence has length at most ((d × r) + 1) × 2Kd and the
number of small extended paths is double exponential in the size of M. Remember that
in an extended path, each set S may contain an exponential amount of simple loops. t
u
Theorem 12. Let M be a counter machine that is uniformly r-reversal-bounded for
some r ≥ 0. For all the states q0 , qf , one can compute a Presburger formula ϕ(x̄, ȳ)
∗
such that JϕK = {hx, yi ∈ N2d : hq0 , xi →
− hqf , yi}.
W
Indeed, it is sufficient to consider the formula small seq. σ=P1 ···PL0 ϕσ (x̄, ȳ) from
the proof of Theorem 11.
As a corollary of the previous developments, we can obtain the following classical
result. Let Σ = {a1 , . . . , ak } be a finite alphabet equipped with an arbitrary linear ordering on the letters, say a1 < · · · < ak . Given a word w ∈ Σ∗ , its Parikh image is
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defined as a tuple Π(w) ∈ Nk such that for every i ∈ [1, k], Π(w)(i) is the number
of occurrences of the letter ai in the word w. Naturally, the Parikh image of the language L ⊆ Σ∗ is the set {Π(w) ∈ Nk : w ∈ L}. Parikh’s remarkable result states that
the Parikh image of any context-free language is semilinear [Par66] and that its representation is effectively computable from a pushdown automaton or from a context-free
grammar. The above technique provides a proof for this result for the restricted class of
regular languages.
Theorem 13. [BL81, Theorem 2] For every regular language L, there is a regular language L0 defined as a finite union of regular languages obtained from regular expres∗
sions of the form u0 v0∗ u1 v1∗ · · · um vm
um+1 (the ui ’s and vi ’s are finite words) such that
0
0
L ⊆ L and Π(L ) = Π(L).
Consequently, Π(L) is a Presburger set since it is quite easy to define a Presburger
∗
um+1 ). In order to build L0 from L, it is sufformula defining Π(u0 v0∗ u1 v1∗ · · · um vm
ficient to take a finite-state automaton A accepting L, to add a counter by letter and to
increment it whenever a letter is read. This provides a 0-reversal-bounded counter machine such that the union of the reachability sets for accepting states from A provides
Π(L). Moreover, the finite amount of small extended paths allows to define the finite
∗
um+1 , leading to L0 .
union of regular expressions of the form u0 v0∗ u1 v1∗ · · · um vm
3.5

Reachability problem with bounded number of reversals

Let us consider the following reachability problem that takes as input an arbitrary
counter machine and a bound r intended to enforce the maximal number of reversals
by counter, which corresponds to a perspective a bit different from what has been done
earlier.
R EACHABILITY PROBLEM WITH BOUNDED NUMBER OF REVERSALS:
Input: a counter machine M, a bound r ∈ N, an initial configuration hq0 , x0 i and a
final configuration hqf , xf i,
Question: Is there a finite run of M with initial configuration hq0 , x0 i and final configuration hqf , xf i such that each counter has at most r reversals?
Observe that when hM, hq0 , x0 ii is r0 -reversal-bounded for some r0 ≤ r, we get an
instance of the reachability problem with initial configuration hq0 , x0 i.
In the input, we include the configurations hq0 , x0 i and hqf , xf i since we ask for
a reachability question between configurations. Remember that the counter machines
do not come with initial/final control states or even initial/final configurations. So, this
needs to be specified in the input.
Theorem 14 below is another consequence of Theorem 8. Its proof shows how to
transform a counter machine into an r-reversal-bounded counter machine whose runs
are exactly the r-reversal-bounded runs of the original counter machine.
Theorem 14. The reachability problem with bounded number of reversals is decidable.
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Proof. Here is the decidability proof that uses Theorem 11. Let M = hQ, T, Ci, r ∈ N,
hq0 , x0 i and hqf , xf i be an instance of the problem. First, we build a variant counter
machine M0 = hQ0 , T 0 , Ci with Q0 = Q × {↑, ↓}d × [0, r]d .
By construction of M0 , we guarantee that hM0 , hhq0 , ↑, 0i, x0 ii is r-reversal-bounded (↑ stands for the constant mode vector with the value ↑ only). Indeed, each counter
records the number of reversals and by construction of M0 we enforce that it is bounded
hg,ai

by r on each run. The set of transitions T 0 is defined as follows: hq, md, ]alti −−→
def

hg,ai

hq 0 , md0 , ]alt0 i ∈ T 0 ⇔ q −−→ q 0 ∈ T and for every i ∈ [1, d], the relation described
by the following table is verified. The values of two first columns induce values for the
two last columns (when it is possible, see e.g. the condition ]alt(i) < r).
a
md(i) md0 (i)
]alt0 (i)
a(i) < 0 ↓
↓
]alt(i)
a(i) < 0 ↑
↓
]alt(i) + 1 and ]alt(i) < r
a(i) > 0 ↑
↑
]alt(i)
a(i) > 0 ↓
↑
]alt(i) + 1 and ]alt(i) < r
a(i) = 0 ↓
↓
]alt(i)
a(i) = 0 ↑
↑
]alt(i)
By construction, M0 is uniformly r-reversal-bounded and the properties below are
equivalent:
1. there is a run of M with initial configuration hq0 , x0 i and final configuration hqf , xf i
such that each counter has at most r reversals,
2. hhqf , md, ]alti, xf i is reachable from hhq0 , ↑, 0i, x0 i in M0 for some md and ]alt.
The number of distinct pairs hmd, ]alti is bounded by 2d × (r + 1)d and therefore (1.)
is equivalent to the existence of hmd, ]alti among a finite set such that
3. hhqf , md, ]alti, xf i is reachable from hhq0 , ↑, 0i, x0 i in M0 .
By Theorem 11, the set
∗

Xhmd,]alti = {x0 ∈ Nd : hhq0 , ↑, 0i, x0 i →
− hhqf , md, ]alti, x0 i}
is a computable Presburger set. This means that one can construct a Presburger formula
ϕhmd,]alti such that Jϕhmd,]alti K = Xhmd,]alti and checking whether x ∈ Xhmd,]alti
amounts to verify the satisfiability of the formula
(

d
^

xi = x(i)) ∧ ϕhmd,]alti .

i=1

Since the satisfiability problem for Presburger arithmetic is decidable, we get an algorithm to solve the reachability problem with a bounded number of reversals. Indeed, it
amounts to checking satisfiability of some Presburger formula made of a disjunction
with at most 2d (r + 1)d disjuncts.
t
u
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The proof of Theorem 14 is interesting but does not help much to understand the
computational complexity of the reachability problem with bounded number of reversals. However, the complexity can be nailed down thanks to the following developments. First, let us make use of Lemma 10.
Lemma 15. If there is a run from hq0 , x0 i to hqf , xf i such that each counter has at
most r reversals, then there is an r-reversal-bounded run between these configurations
respecting a small sequence of extended paths such that each simple loop is visited at
most a doubly-exponential number of times in log(r) + size(x0 ) + size(xf ) + size(M).
The size of x ∈ Nd is defined so that size(x) ∈ O(d×log(m)) where m is the maximal
value among the components of x. Similarly, the size of a counter machine M uses a
reasonably succinct encoding with integers encoded in binary.
Proof. Let ρ be an r-reversal-bounded run from hq0 , x0 i to hqf , xf i. By Theorem 8,
there is an r-reversal-bounded run ρ0 between the same configurations that respects a
small sequence of extended paths P1 · · · PL0 .
Let ϕ(x̄, ȳ) be the Presburger formula for that sequence. The formula ϕ(x̄, ȳ) is
equivalent to an existential formula (in prenex normal form, only the existential quantifier occurs) and it is of size exponential in log(r) + size(M). Note that most of the
existentially quantified variables are related to the number of times simple loops are
visited. So, the formula
^
(
(xj = x0 (j) ∧ yj = xf (j)) ∧ ϕ(x̄, ȳ)
j∈[1,d]

is satisfiable, which is equivalent to the satisfiability of a quantifier-free formula ϕ0 by
removing the quantifications. The formula ϕ0 is satisfiable with values at most exponential in its size (see Section 2.2). Consequently, each simple loop is visited at most a
doubly-exponential amount of times.
t
u
Since in a small sequence of extended paths, there are at most ((d × r) + 1) × 2Kd
extended paths, and each extended path has at most card(T )card(Q) simple loops and at
most card(Q)2 + card(Q) + 2 transitions, that do not occur in simple loops, if there is
an r-reversal-bounded run from hq0 , x0 i to hqf , xf i, then there is such a run of length
at most double exponential in log(r) + size(M) + size(x0 ) + size(xf ). This means that
a nondeterministic exponential space algorithm can guess such a run and therefore the
reachability problem with bounded number of reversals is in E XP S PACE by Savitch’s
Theorem [Sav70]. This can be improved: the runs are much more structured, which
allows us to show NE XP T IME-completeness.
Theorem 16. The reachability problem with bounded number of reversals is in NE X P T IME assuming that all natural numbers are encoded in binary.
Proof. Let M, r, hq0 , x0 i and hqf , xf i be an instance of size N for the reachability problem with bounded number of reversals. We have N ∈ O(size(M) + log(r) +
size(x0 )+size(xf )). We have seen that there is an r-reversal-bounded run from hq0 , x0 i
to hqf , xf i iff there is an r-reversal-bounded run ρ between these configurations that
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respects a small sequence of extended paths, that is of length at most double exponential in N and each simple loop on that sequence is taken at most a double exponential
number of times.
Such a sequence has at most ((d × r) + 1) × 2Kd small extended paths. Each
extended path is compatible with a guarded mode and it has at most card(T )card(Q)
simple loops and at most 1 + card(Q) paths of length at most 3 × card(Q). These are
rough bounds that also take into account the degenerated small extended paths.
The NE XP T IME algorithm below guesses on-the-fly the small sequence of extended
paths and computes the effect of taking a path of length at most 3×card(Q) or a simple
loop compatible with a guarded mode a double exponential number of times. Computing the effect of taking such an amount of times a simple loop can be computed in
exponential time because the natural numbers are encoded in binary. We do not compute the full run but only the intermediate configurations after firing a path or a simple
loop.
The number of paths of length at most 3 × card(Q) or the number of simple loops
visited along the small sequence of extended paths is bounded by:
G = ((d × r) + 1) × 2Kd × (card(T )card(Q) + card(Q) + 1).
Here is the algorithm:
1. hqcur , xcur i := hq0 , x0 i; Guess α ≤ G; β := 1;
2. While β ≤ α do
(a) Guess either a path π of length at most 3 × card(Q) or, a simple loop sl and a
guarded mode gmd = him, mdi and γ of double exponential value in N such
that sl is compatible with gmd;
(b) If a simple loop is guessed in (a), then check that xcur and xcur +(γ−1)ef(sl)+
ef(sl\last ) are in the right intervals: for every i ∈ [1, d], xcur (i) and (xcur +
(γ − 1)ef(sl) + ef(sl\last ))(i) belong to im(xi ) where sl\last equals sl minus
its last transition.
(c) If a path π is guessed in (a), then check that the sequence of transitions in π
can be fired from hqcur , xcur i and set hqcur , xcur i := hqcur , xcur i + ef(π).
(d) β := β + 1;
3. Return (hqcur , xcur i = hqf , xf i).
Checking that the algorithm runs in nondeterministic exponential-time is then by an
easy verification. What is missing above, is a means to check that the number of reversals is indeed bounded by r and this can be done similarly to what is presented in
the proof of Theorem 14. So strictly speaking, the above algorithm should be completed and additional variables should be introduced to count the number of reversals
per counter.
t
u
Theorem 17. The reachability problem with bounded number of reversals is NE XP T IMEcomplete.
Even though the reachability problem with bounded number of reversals is not
explicitly considered in [GI81,HR87], the proof for the complexity lower bound in
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Theorem 17 is due to [HR87] whereas the proof for the complexity upper bound in
Theorem 17 is due to [GI81] (and it uses small solutions of inequation systems as
in [Rac78]). The lower bound is obtained by encoding computations of a Turing machine running in nondeterministic exponential time by a counter machine, by using
ideas similar to [Min67]. The reachability problem with bounded number of reversals
is in NP when the number of reversals r is encoded in unary [GI81]. As for the reachability problem for integer VASS, see e.g. [HH14], the NP upper bound follows from
the fact that satisfiability of existential Presburger formulae can be witnessed by small
solutions of polynomial size in the size of the input formula.
3.6

Decidable repeated reachability problems

In this section, we show how to reduce the control state repeated reachability problem
to the reachability problem when reversal-bounded counter machines are involved. Let
us consider the following problem.
C ONTROL STATE REPEATED REACHABILITY PROBLEM WITH BOUNDED NUMBER OF
REVERSALS :
Input: a counter machine M, a bound r ∈ N, an initial configuration hq0 , x0 i and an
accepting control state qf ,
Question: Is there an infinite run of M with initial configuration hq0 , x0 i such that
each counter has at most r reversals and qf is repeated infinitely often?
Before explaining how to solve the above problem, let us introduce a simple variant
for which we already have decidability.
C ONTROL STATE REACHABILITY PROBLEM WITH BOUNDED NUMBER OF REVER SALS:
Input: a counter machine M, a bound r ∈ N, an initial configuration hq0 , x0 i and an
accepting control state qf ,
Question: Is there a finite run of M with initial configuration hq0 , x0 i such that each
counter has at most r reversals and the final control state is qf ?
As a consequence of Theorem 11 and Theorem 14, we get the following result.
Lemma 18. Control state reachability problem with bounded number of reversals is
decidable.
Indeed, reachability sets are computable Presburger sets. Let us take advantage of
this to establish Lemma 19.
Lemma 19. [DIP01] Control state repeated reachability problem with bounded number of reversals is decidable.
The proof of Lemma 19 reduces repeated reachability to reachability by observing
that on an infinite r-reversal-bounded run, after some position `, each counter remains
constant or increases. Since the control state qf is repeated infinitely often, one can find
two positions ` ≤ `1 < `2 that visit qf and so the subrun between the positions `1 and
`2 can be repeated infinitely often, assuming that the counters that increase after the
position ` have a value greater than any constant occurring in guards in the machine.
The details are provided in the proof below.
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Proof. Let hM, hq0 , x0 ii be an initialised counter machine, r ≥ 0, with M = hQ, T, Ci
and qf ∈ Q.
We propose an algorithm to answer the following question: is there an infinite rreversal-bounded run starting at hq0 , x0 i such that the control state qf is repeated infinitely often? We reduce it to an instance of the control state reachability problem with
bounded number of reversals, which is decidable by Lemma 18. Let kmax ∈ N denote
the maximal constant k occurring in an atomic guard of the form x ∼ k in M.
Let (?) be the desired property:
(?) There is an r-reversal-bounded infinite run from hq0 , x0 i such that qf is repeated
infinitely often.
Let (??) be the property specified below:
t

t

−1 hq1 , x1 i · · · →
−`
(??) There exist an r-reversal-bounded finite run ρ = hq0 , x0 i →
0
hql , x` i, ` ∈ [0, ` − 1] and C= ⊆ C such that
(a) q` = q`0 = qf ,
(b) for all xi ∈ C= and j ∈ [`0 + 1, `], xj−1 (i) = xj (i),
(c) for all xi ∈ (C \ C= ) and j ∈ [`0 + 1, `], xj−1 (i) ≤ xj (i),
(d) for all xi ∈ (C \ C= ), we have kmax < x`0 (i),
(e) for all xi ∈ C= , have x`0 (i) ≤ kmax .
Below, we show that (?) and (??) are equivalent, which allows us to reduce control
state repeated reachability to control state reachability. Indeed, checking (??) amounts
to introduce 2d copies of M (one for each subset of C).
First, let us show that (?) and (??) are equivalent. Suppose (?). There exists an
t
t
infinite r-reversal-bounded run ρ = hq0 , x0 i →
−1 hq1 , x1 i →
−2 hq2 , x2 i · · · such that qf is
ρ
repeated infinitely often. Let C= be the subset of C that contains exactly the counters
whose values are less or equal to kmax , apart from a finite prefix. Since ρ is r-reversalρ
bounded, there exists I ≥ 0 such that for some n ≥ I, no counters in C \ C=
is
ρ
decremented and their values are strictly greater than kmax and all the counters in C=
have a constant value less or equal to kmax . Since qf is repeated infinitely often, there
are I ≤ `0 < ` such that q` = q`0 = qf and (b)-(e) hold.
Now suppose that there exist an r-reversal-bounded finite run
t

t

ρ = hq0 , x0 i →
−1 hq1 , x1 i · · · →
−` hq` , x` i,
`0 ∈ [0, ` − 1] and C= ⊆ C witnessing the satisfaction of (??). It is then easy to
show that the ω-sequence of transitions t1 · · · t`0 (t`0 +1 · · · t` )ω allows us to define an
infinite r-reversal-bounded run ρ0 that extends ρ. It is clear that in the run ρ0 the control
state qf is repeated infinitely often. Guards on transitions are satisfied by the counter
values because of conditions (c), (d) and (e) and values for counters in (C \ C= ) are
non-negative thanks to (c) and (d).
We construct a reversal-bounded counter machine M0 = hQ0 , T 0 , Ci such that (??)
iff there is a finite r-reversal-bounded run from hq0 , x0 i that reaches the control state
qnew . It remains to define the counter machine M0 . It is made of the original version
of M (called below the original copy) augmented with 2d copies of M; each copy Mi
i def
with i ∈ [0, 2d − 1] corresponds to the set of counters C=
= {xj | jth bit of i is 1}
that plays the role of C= in (??). By Mi , we mean the restriction of M such that:
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i
– no transition modifies a counter from C=
,
i
– no transition decrements a counter in (C \ C=
).

For each i ∈ [0, 2d − 1], the control states of Mi are pairs in (Q ] {qfin }) × {i}.
The second component simply indicates to which copy belongs the control state.
In order to simulate the subrun hq`0 , x`0 i · · · hq` , x` i for the satisfaction of (??) in
M, we nondeterministically move from the original copy to some copy Mi in M0 (and
therefore we choose which counters remain constant below kmax forever). To do so, for
every i ∈ [0, 2d − 1], we consider in M0 a transition from the control state qf in the
original copy to hqfin , ii whose task is to check that
i
1. all counters in C=
have values less or equal to kmax ,
i
2. all counters in (C \ C=
) have values strictly greater than kmax (and the transition
has no effect). Of course, the guard of such a transition is the following one:
^
^
(
x ≥ (kmax + 1)) ∧ (
x ≤ kmax ).
i )
x∈(C\C=

i
x∈C=

Such a transition has also no effect on the number of reversals.
As soon as in Mi , we reach again a control state whose first component is qf , we
may jump to the final control state qnew . So, in the counter machine Mi , the control
state hqfin , ii has a unique incoming transition (from qf ) and hqfin , ii and hqf , ii have
identical outgoing transitions. Moreover, from the control state hqf , ii, there is a final
transition to qnew .
Note that in M0 , it is sufficient to look for a r-reversal-bounded run. Figure 4 illustrates the construction of M0 .
t
u
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Fig. 4. Machine M0 with 2d copies of M
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Theorem 20. The control state repeated reachability problem with bounded number of
reversals is NE XP T IME-complete.
Proof. NE XP T IME-hardness follows from the NE XP T IME-hardness of the reachability problem with bounded number of reversals (Theorem 17). In order to obtain the
NE XP T IME upper bound, it is sufficient to consider the proof of Lemma 19. From M,
hq0 , x0 i, qf and r ≥ 0 (instance of size N ), we construct a counter machine M0 =
hQ0 , T 0 , Ci such that the control state qnew can be reached from hq0 , x0 i for some rreversal-bounded run iff there is an infinite r-reversal-bounded run from hq0 , x0 i such
that qf is repeated infinitely often. Since M0 essentially restricts the behaviours of M
(by guessing at some stage a set of counters C= ), qnew can be reached from hq0 , x0 i
with an r-reversal-bounded run sharing the structural properties of small runs from the
proof of Theorem 17, whence the NE XP T IME upper bound.
t
u
Lemma 19 can be extended so that, instead of repeating infinitely often control
states, properties on counters definable in Presburger arithmetic are repeated infinitely
often. Let us introduce the following problem.
∃-P RESBURGER INFINITELY OFTEN PROBLEM
Input: Initialised counter machine hM, hq0 , x0 ii with d counters, r ≥ 0 and a Presburger formula ϕ(x1 , . . . , xd ).
Question: Is there an infinite r-reversal-bounded run from hq0 , x0 i such that infinitely
often ϕ(x1 , . . . , xd ) holds?
Theorem 21. [DPK03] The ∃-Presburger infinitely often problem is decidable.
3.7

A simple undecidable extension

We conclude Section 3 by considering the class of counter machines C = that extends the
class C so that the atomic guards of the form x ∼ k (x ∈ C and k ∈ N) are augmented
with guards of the form either xi = xj and xi 6= xj .
Theorem 22. [ISD+ 02] The reachability problem with bounded number of reversals
for the class C = is undecidable.
Proof. (sketch) Undecidability can be shown even if r is restricted to zero (no reversal)
and the only guards in transitions are equalities or inequalities.
To prove this result, we sketch a reduction from the halting problem for Minsky
machines (similar to the control state reachability problem with the halting state as the
final control state). Indeed, assuming that guards of the form xi = xi0 and xi 6= xi0 are
allowed, each counter xi from the Minsky machine M provides two increasing counters
xinc
and xdec
i
i , that counts the number of increments on xi and the number of decrements,
respectively. Zero-test for counter xi is then simulated by a test xinc
= xdec
i
i . Similarly,
dec
before incrementing xi (simulating a decrement in M), we test whether xinc
6= xdec
i
i .
t
u
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As a conclusion, reversal-bounded counter machines from the class C admits decidable control state reachability problem as well as control state repeated reachability
problem thanks to the fact that reachability sets are effective Presburger sets. By contrast, allowing equality/inequality guards in the counter machines leads to undecidability. In Section 4 below, we show how to extend the set of guards and the set of temporal
properties while preserving decidability thanks to a notion of reversal-boundedness that
takes into account reversal-boundedness for terms introduced in [BD11].

4

A taste of temporal reasoning

Reachability problems ask for the existence of runs reaching some configuration or
reaching some control state in some specific way. Often, it is desirable to check how
events are temporally organised along a run and in order to specify such properties
temporal logics have been advocated since [Pnu77] (see also the recent book on temporal logics [DGL16]). Furthermore, we wish to include in the logical language the
possibility to express directly constraints between variables of the program (typically
between counters), whence giving up the standard abstraction made with propositional
variables. So, a proposition like “x is greater than the next value of y” can be encoded in such extended temporal logics by x > Xy but this time the models are sequences of configurations. This means that each position comes with a control state and
a valuation for variables. Hence, the basic idea behind the design of the logic CLTL
below is to refine the language of atomic formulae and to allow the possibility to compare counter values at successive positions of the run of the counter machines. Temporal logics with Presburger constraints have been quite widely developped, see e.g.
in [Čer94,MP95,BEH95,Dem06,LMP10]. Results about reversal-bounded counter machines and Freeze LTL can be also found in [DS10].
4.1

The temporal logic CLTL

We define below a linear-time temporal logic CLTL in which atomic formulae are either
control states or arithmetical constraints about counter values at the current position and
next position. Counter variables in VAR = {x1 , x2 , . . .} are free variables, only interpreted by the counter values on configurations. As for defining quantifier-free fragment
of Presburger arithmetic, arithmetical terms are defined by the grammar below:
t ::= ax | aXx | t + t,
with x ∈ VAR and a ∈ Z. Intuitively, x refers to the current value for the counter x, Xx
refers to the counter value for x at the next position. Formulae of CLTL are defined as
follows:
ϕ ::= > | q | t ∼ k | ¬ϕ | ϕ ∧ ϕ | Xϕ | ϕUϕ,
def

with q ∈ Q, ∼∈ {<, ≤, >, ≥, =} and k ∈ Z. As usual, we pose Fϕ = >Uϕ and
def
Gϕ = ¬F¬ϕ. The formula GF(x1 − x2 = 3) states that infinitely often the value for the
first counter is equal to the value for the second counter plus 3.
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Models for CLTL are intended to be infinite runs of counter machines; hence they
are of the form ρ = hq0 , x0 i, hq1 , x1 i, hq2 , x2 i, . . . with ρ ∈ (Q × Nd )ω . The satisfaction relation |= is defined as follows:
def

– ρ, i |= q ⇔ q = qi ,
– In order to deal with arithmetical constraints, we need to introduce a few notations.
Given a term t from CLTL, we write t0 to denote the term in quantifier-free Presdef
burger arithmetic obtained from t by replacing Xxi by x0i . Then ρ, i |= t ∼ k ⇔
def
def
v |= t0 ∼ k where for every j ∈ [1, n], v(xj ) = xi (j) and v(x0j ) = xi+1 (j).
def
– ρ, i |= ϕ ∧ ϕ0 ⇔ ρ, i |= ϕ and ρ, i |= ϕ0 ,
def
– ρ, i |= ¬ϕ ⇔ ρ, i 6|= ϕ,
def
– ρ, i |= Xϕ ⇔ ρ, i + 1 |= ϕ,
def
– ρ, i |= ϕUϕ0 ⇔ there is j ≥ i such that ρ, j |= ϕ0 and for all h ∈ [i, j − 1], we
have ρ, h |= ϕ.
Semantics with finite runs instead of infinite runs can be defined similarly. Let us
turn to the definition of EXISTENTIAL MODEL - CHECKING PROBLEM for CLTL:
Input: A counter machine M = hQ, T, Ci, an initial configuration hq0 , x0 i and a
CLTL formula ϕ.
Question: Is there an infinite run ρ starting at hq0 , x0 i such that ρ, 0 |= ϕ?
Temporal logics with Presburger constraints have been widely developed, for instance in the works [BEH95,CC00,BDR03]. Some of them have quite expressive decidable fragments. Undecidability of the existential model-checking problem for CLTL
can be shown using the undecidability of the halting problem for Minsky machines,
see e.g., [CC00]. In the sequel, we provide an example of restriction in order to regain
decidability.
4.2

Bounding the number of reversals for terms

In this section, we consider counter machines for which the atomic formulae
in guards
P
are of the form t ≤ k or t ≥ k with k ∈ Z and t is of the form i ai xi with the
ai ’s in Z. This defines the class of counter machines C + , strictly extending the class
C introduced in Section 2.1. We have seen that a reversal for a counter occurs in the
run of some counter machine when there is an alternation from a nonincreasing mode
to a nondecreasing mode and vice-versa. Below, we propose a slight generalisation
from [BD11] that captures the notion of reversal-boundedness from [Iba78]; reversalboundedness applies to counters but also to terms occurring in guards.
Let M = hQ, T, Ci be a counter machine in C + and T be a finite set of terms including {x1 , . . . , xd }. From a run ρ = hq0 , x0 i, hq1 , x1 i, . . . of M, in order to describe
the behavior of counters and terms varying along ρ, we define a sequence of mode vectors md0 , md1 , . . . such that each mdi has profile T → {↑, ↓}. Intuitively, each value in
a mode vector records whether a term is currently in an increasing phase or in a decreasing phase (this
P includes the counters themselvesdas in standard reversal-boundedness).
Given
t
=
i ai xi and a counter vector x ∈ N , we write x(t) to denote the integer
P
ai x(i).
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We are now ready to define the sequence md0 , md1 , . . . By convention, md0 is the
constant map ↑. For every j ≥ 0 and t ∈ T, we have
def

– mdj+1 (t) = mdj (t) when xj (t) = xj+1 (t),
def
– mdj+1 (t) =↑ when xj+1 (t) − xj (t) > 0 and,
def
– mdj+1 (t) =↓ when xj+1 (t) − xj (t) < 0.
Let Revt = {j ∈ [0, | ρ | −1] : mdj (t) 6= mdj+1 (t)}. We say that ρ is r-Tdef
reversal-bounded for some r ≥ 0 ⇔ for all t ∈ T, card(Revt ) ≤ r. Given a counter
machine M, we write TM to denote the set of terms t occurring in atomic formulae of
the form t ∼ k with ∼∈ {≤, ≥} augmented with the counters in {x1 , . . . , xd }. An inidef
tialised counter machine hM, hq, xii is reversal-bounded ⇔ there is r ≥ 0 such that
every run from hq, xi is r-TM -reversal-bounded. When T is reduced to {x1 , . . . , xd },
T-reversal-boundedness is equivalent to reversal-boundedness from [Iba78].
Theorem 23. [Iba78,BD11] Given a counter machine M in C + , r ≥ 0 and control
states q, q 0 , one can effectively compute a Presburger formula
ϕq,q0 (x1 , . . . , xd , y1 , . . . , yd )
such that for all valuations v, we have v |= ϕ iff there is an r-TM -reversal-bounded
run from hq, hv(x1 ), . . . , v(xd )ii to hq 0 , hv(y1 ), . . . , v(yd )ii.
Results about model-checking reversal-bounded counter machines with CLTL can
be found in [BD11,HL11]. Below, we recall the definition for the reversal-bounded
model-checking problem (RBMC). Its peculiarity is that the input initialised counter
machines are not necessarily reversal-bounded but the input contains an explicit bound
r about the maximal number of reversals within a run. Moreover,P
given a CLTL formula
ϕ, weP
write Tϕ to denote
the
finite
set
of
terms
of
the
form
k (ak + bk )xk when
P
t = ( k ak Xxk ) + ( k bk xk ) is a term occurring in ϕ (modulo AC for the operator
+) in an atomic formula of the form t ∼ k with ∼∈ {≤, ≥, <, >, =} and k ∈ Z. Since
the next value of the counter xk (denoted by Xxk ) is equal to the current value of the
counter plus P
some b ∈ Z (depending
on the update vectors of the transitions),
the value
P
P
of the term ( k ak Xxk ) + ( k bk xk ) is equal to the current value of k (ak + bk )xk
plus some constant depending on the next transition. This explains the current definition
of Tϕ . The problem RBMC is defined as follows:
Input: a counter machine M, an initial configuration hq0 , x0 i, a CLTL formula ϕ, a
bound r ∈ N (in binary),
Question: Is there an infinite run ρ from hq, xi such that ρ, 0 |= ϕ and ρ is r-T-reversalbounded with T = TM ∪ Tϕ ?
The computational complexity for RBMC can be precisely characterised; the upper
bound can be obtained by a refined analysis on runs, see e.g. [GI81,BD11].
Theorem 24. [BD11,HL11]RBMC is NE XP T IME-complete.
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Hence, the NE XP T IME upper bound established for the reachability problem with
bounded number of reversals (Theorem 17) can be extended to richer classes of counter
machines and to richer specification languages such as CLTL [BD11,HL11]. Note that
the decidability with both extensions is possible thanks to the introduction of a new concept for reversal-boundedness that makes explicit the role of arithmetical terms [BD11]
and it captures previous notions on reversal-boundedness. In [HL11], operational models extending pushdown systems with counters and clocks are also considered; a version
of reversal-bounded LTL model-checking is shown to be co-NE XP T IME [HL11, Theorem 2]. A prototypical implementation and experimental results are also presented
in [HL11]. Finally, in [KWT10, Theorem 22], E XP T IME upper bound for LTL modelchecking over reversal-bounded counter automata is shown but the logical language
has no arithmetical constraint and the number of reversals r is encoded in unary (see
also [WT10]).

5

Conclusion

In the paper, we have provided several developments about the verification of reversalbounded counter machines. All the decision procedures have been designed by translation into Presburger arithmetic, witnessing once more, the translation approach to
solve verification problems (more details can be found in [BD11,HL11] for instance).
The idea of having bounds in runs is quite rich and bounding the number of reversals
is not the only option. Moreover, multi-pushdown systems generalise the counter machines by having different stacks instead of different counters (while both models are
Turing-complete). Bounding the number of switches [resp. phases] have been studied
in [QR05] [resp. in [TMP07]]. A switch is an update from one stack to another whereas
a phase is understood as a sequence of steps in which pop actions are performed on one
stack only whereas push actions can occur on any stack. Other restrictions on multipushdown systems can be found in [Ati10], followed by many other studies on richer
models in which runs are bounded in a way or another.
Acknowledgment. I would like to thank the anonymous reviewers for their suggestions
and remarks that help me to improve the quality of the document.
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